Abstract The rejection-based simulation technique has been applying to improve the computational efficiency of the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) in simulating large reaction networks, which are required for a thorough understanding of biological systems. We compare two recently proposed simulation methods, namely the composition-rejection algorithm (SSA-CR) and the rejection-based SSA (RSSA), aiming for this purpose. We discuss the right interpretation of the rejection-based technique used in these algorithms in order to make an informed choice when dealing with different aspects of biochemical networks. We provide the theoretical analysis as well as the detailed runtime comparison of these algorithms on concrete biological models. We highlight important factors that are omitted in previous analysis of these algorithms. The numerical comparison shows that for reaction networks where the search cost is expensive then SSA-CR is more efficient, and for reaction networks where the update cost is dominant, often the case in practice, then RSSA should be the choice.
understanding of the stochastic noise can help to unravel complicated switching behavior in biological responses [3] [4] [5] , leading to significant phenotypic variants [6] .
In SSA, the state of the system is modeled as a vector of population of each molecular species and the interactions of species are encoded as chemical reactions between these species. Each reaction is assigned a probability to fire that is proportional to a propensity, which depends on the system state and the reaction kinetics. Although the probability distribution of the state of the biochemical network can be fully expressed by the chemical master equation (CME) [7] , a direct analytical/numerical solution to CME is often difficult to obtain due to the exponential increase of the number of differential equations to describe transitions between system states and SSA is often used for exactly realizing temporal dynamics of the reaction network. SSA is an exact simulation algorithm in the sense that it selects a reaction firing and moves the system to a new state according to a probability distribution derived under the same hypothesis as CME. Several extensions of SSA for incorporating environmental effects such as biochemical reactions with time-dependent rates [8] [9] [10] , reactions with delay times [11, 8, 12, 22] , are also introduced to extend its applicability.
The core of SSA is a discrete event simulation strategy where a reaction is randomly selected to fire in each simulation loop. The direct method (DM) [1, 2] is commonly used to implement this selection step. It selects the next reaction with a probability proportional to the reaction propensity. The firing time is generated by sampling an exponential distribution. The simulation then updates the state as well as the system time according to the selected reaction. It also updates the propensities of affected reactions due to the changes in the system state by the reaction firing. Several efficient formulations to accelerate performance of SSA has been introduced including the next reaction method (NRM) [14] , sorting DM [15, 16] , tree-based search DM [17] [18] [19] , partial-propensity DM [20] as well as approximate algorithms [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Efficient exact stochastic simulation is an important tool to have an exact quantitative description of biochemical reaction networks; however, the performance of the basic SSA approach is often prohibitively expensive in simulating large reaction models. The rejection-based technique [25, 26] provides a promising framework for improving computational efficiency of SSA when dealing with different aspects of large biochemical reaction networks. The composition-rejection method (SSA-CR) [27, 28] and the rejection-based SSA (RSSA) [12, 29] , in particular, are the two main general algorithms introducing recently for this purpose. Improvements and implementations of these algorithms also have been introduced recently [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . These algorithms focus on different computational bottlenecks of SSA to improve the simulation performance. SSA-CR employs the rejection-based technique for improving the selection of next reaction firings, while RSSA uses such technique to reduce the average number of propensity updates during the simulation.
In this paper, we assess the use of the rejection-based technique in the SSA-CR and RSSA algorithms. The right interpretation of the rejection-based technique used in these algorithms is crucially important for the understanding of purposes and the clarification of these algorithms. The misinterpretations of the key rejection-based step used by these algorithms may lead to wrong conclusion. In reference [37] , the authors seem to misinterpret this key step in SSA-CR and RSSA when they assume these algorithms serving the same purpose. Although both of these algorithms employ the rejection-based technique during the selection of the next reaction firing, the detailed implementations of these algorithms are different in which they focus on different aspects of the reaction networks. Second, we provide a thorough analysis of these algorithms. Through our analysis, we highlight facts that are often omitted in previous analysis of these algorithms. For instance, the analysis of the original work of SSA-CR [27] assumes the number of propensity updates after each reaction firing is bounded by a small constant. Under this assumption, the total simulation time in SSA-CR is dominated only by the search for next reaction firings. Ignoring this important underlying assumption when applying to practical models may lead to the 'surprising' low performance of SSA-CR [37] . Taking this fact into account, we can successfully give an explanation for the low performance of SSA-CR. In addition to theoretical analysis, we numerically compare SSA-CR and RSSA on concrete biological models to verify our analysis. Our ultimate aim for this analysis is to show the advantages and drawbacks of these algorithms in order to help researchers make an informed choice for the suitable algorithm for simulating a given reaction network based on its basic properties such as the number of reactions, reaction connectivity.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the background on the stochastic simulation. Section 3 provides the detailed implementations as well as a comprehensive comparison of SSA-CR and RSSA in employing the rejection-based technique for improving the simulation large reaction networks. We also provide in this section the theoretical analysis of these algorithms. Section 4 shows the runtime analysis of these algorithms on concrete biological models to verify our analysis. The conclusion remarks are provided in Section 5.
Stochastic simulation
We consider a well-mixed volume consisting of N chemical species denoted as S 1 . . . S N . The state of the system is represented by a population vector X(t) = (X 1 (t), ..., X N (t)) where X i (t) is a discrete number (called population) of species S i at a time t. Species can interact with others through M reactions R 1 . . . R M . The probability that a reaction R j fires in the next infinitesimal time t + dt is a j (X(t))dt where a j (X(t)) is called the reaction propensity [1] . The propensity function a j (X(t)), in general, depends on the state X i (t) and its kinetics information. An exact formula for the propensity a j 1 is described by the reaction kinetics applied to model the system. For example, the propensity a j of a reaction R j with the common mass-action kinetics has the form:
where c j is stochastic rate constant and h j (X(t)) counts the number of combinations of reactants involved in R j . If a reaction R µ is selected to fire, the state changes according to the state change vector v µ , which expresses the changes in population of species involved in R µ . The state transition of the biochemical reaction can be modeled as a (continuous-time) jump Markov process and the probability distribution of the system is completely described by the chemical master equation (CME) [7] . The stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) is an exact method to sample temporal behavior of the biochemical network encoded in CME.
SSA [1, 2] realizes the next state by simulating the joint probability density function (pdf) p(τ, µ) with p(τ, µ)dτ being the probability that a reaction R µ fires in the next infinitesimal time t + τ + dτ , given the state X(t) at time t. Eq. 2 gives a closed form of p(τ, µ):
where a 0 = M j=1 a j . Note that the reaction R µ fires with corresponding discrete probability a µ /a 0 and the firing time τ is exponentially distributed with rate a 0 .
The direct method (DM) [1] is a common used implementation of SSA for sampling the pdf p(τ, µ) to construct a simulation trajectory. It computes M propensities a j for j = 1 . . . M at beginning. Then, for each simulation step the next reaction firing R µ and its firing time τ are realized from Eq. 2 by:
and µ = smallest reaction index such that:
where r 1 and r 2 are two random numbers generated from a uniform distribution U (0, 1). The state is updated according to the selected reaction R µ and moves to a new state X(t + τ ) = X(t) + v µ . The propensities are updated to reflect the changes in the system state. For DM, the time complexity of the search for the next reaction is O(M ) because it linearly sums propensities until a reaction is selected. The update of propensities in the original work [1] is performed in O(M ) because M propensities are recomputed; however, this cost can be reduced by applying a reaction dependency graph [14] to decide which propensities need to be updated after each reaction firing. The time complexity of each simulation step of DM is thus O(M ).
Rejection-based technique for SSA
This section recalls the basics of the rejection-based technique. We then discuss its applications in the context of biological simulation for improving computational efficiency of SSA when dealing with different aspects of biochemical reactions. We focus here on two exact rejection-based simulation approaches published in the literature that are: the composition-rejection method (SSA-CR) by Slepoy et al. [27] and the rejection-based SSA (RSSA) by Thanh et al. [12] . For recent work on these algorithms, we refer to references [31, 34] for further improvements of these algorithms, to reference [32] for the combination of these algorithms and to references [22, 23] for approximate algorithms. After describing SSA-CR and RSSA, we compare the use of the rejection-based technique in these algorithms as well as provide the analytical analysis for these algorithms in order to highlight their advantages and drawbacks. The significance of our analysis is that we take into account important facts that are often omitted in the previous analysis.
Theoretical background
The rejection-based (or acceptance-rejection) technique provides a general framework for generating random numbers. Let X be a random variable with a given pdf f that we want to generate a realization. Instead of directly sampling the pdf f , the rejection-based method uses a proposal (or hat) function h satisfying f (x) ≤ ch(x), ∀x ∈ Ω X where Ω X denotes the state space of X and c is a constant. The pdf h is often selected so that it can easily generate a random number from h. The steps for the generation of random numbers with pdf f by using the rejection-based technique are as follows. Let y be a random number with pdf h and, respectively, r ∼ U(0, 1) be a uniformly distributed random number. If the condition r ≤ f (y)/ch(y) holds, then the rejection-based method accepts X = y as a random number with desired pdf f . Otherwise, the random number y is rejected and a new generation step is repeated. The average number of trials until a sample is accepted by the rejection-based method is c because the acceptance rate is 1/c. The advantage of the rejection-based method is that the hat function h can be chosen arbitrarily so that the imposed condition holds. This feature is especially useful when the original pdf f is complex and difficult to sample directly. The reader is referred to, for example, Devroye [25] or Hormann et al. [26] for a correctness proof as well as improvements of the general rejection-based technique.
SSA-CR
We outline the detailed implementation of SSA-CR in Algorithm 1 that employs the rejection-based technique for improving the selection of next reaction firings. The key step of SSA-CR is the lines 7 -12 where the compositionrejection search is used for selecting the next reaction firings.
Algorithm 1 SSA with Composition-Rejection Search (SSA-CR)
Require: a biochemical reaction network of M reactions in which each reaction R j , j = 1, . . . , M , is accompanied with the state change vector v j and the propensity a j , the initial state x 0 at time 0 and the simulation ending time Tmax Ensure: a trajectory X(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tmax, of the biochemical reaction network 1: initialize time t = 0 and state X = x 0 2: build the dependency graph
generate a random number r 1 ∼ U(0, 1) 7:
select Gα with the smallest group index α s.t.
generate a random number r 2 ∼ U(0, 1) 10:
compute reaction index µ = [r 2 |Gα|] 11:
set r 3 = r 2 |Gα| − µ 12:
generate a random number r 4 ∼ U(0, 1) 14:
update state X = X + vµ 16:
for all (R j ∈ Dependents(Rµ)) do 18:
update a j 19: For the application of composition-rejection search, reactions are first partitioned into groups depending on their propensities a j (line 3). Specifically, reactions are partitioned into L groups G 1 , . . . , G L such that a reaction R j is grouped into group G l if its propensity a j satisfies 2 u l −1 ≤ a j < 2 u l where the exponent u l is computed such that u l = ⌈log 2 (a j )⌉ where ⌈−⌉ denotes the ceiling operator. The number of groups L can be fixed if the global minimum propensity value and the global maximum propensity value for all reactions are known or can be estimated by using physical reasoning (e.g., bounding all possible values of the population of each species). Such extreme values, however, are often unknown in practice, thus the number of groups L must be dynamically increased during the simulation.
Consider the selection of the next reaction firing. Let a l = Rj ∈G l a j be the sum of propensities of reactions in group G l . It is obvious that the total propensity is a 0 = L l=1 a l . The search for the next reaction firing R µ in SSA-CR is composed of two steps. First, a group G α is selected with probability a l /a 0 . The selection of the group G α can be performed by linearly summing values a l until the smallest index α is found such that α l=1 a l ≥ r 1 a 0 where r 1 is a random number from U(0, 1). Second, a reaction in the selected group G α is selected to fire by applying the rejection-based technique with the chosen proposal 2 uα . Specifically, a random and uniform reaction index µ in group G α is computed, i.e. µ = [r 2 |G α |] where |G α | returns the size of the group G α and r 2 is a random number from U(0, 1). The random selected reaction R µ is tested to accept with probability a µ /2 uα . In other words, a random number r 3 ∼ U(0, 1) is generated and compared against a µ /2 uα . The random number r 3 can be generated by recycling r 2 by noting that r 3 = r 2 |G α | − µ is uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. Thus, if the condition a µ /2 uα ≥ r 3 holds, then R µ is accepted to fire. Otherwise, the reaction is rejected. In case of rejection, a new random reaction index in G α is generated and the check is performed again. The selection of reaction firing in the group G α is repeated until there is a reaction R µ accepted. The acceptance probability is bounded by 1/2 because a µ /2 uα ≥ 1/2 by the definition of the group G α . Thus, in average, a reaction will be accepted after two attempts. The firing time τ of the reaction firing R µ is generated by sampling the exponential distribution with rate a 0 .
The simulation then moves the system to the new state X + v µ and advances the time to t + τ . We note that after the firing of R µ , reactions must update their propensities to reflect changes in the system state. The reaction dependency graph (built in line 2) is used to reduce the propensity updates for which reactions that actually change after each reaction firing. If the new propensity a j of reaction R j does not satisfy the condition of the current group
, it must be moved to an appropriate group G m , which is performed in lines 19 -24.
RSSA
The detailed implementation of RSSA is outlined in Algorithm 2. Its principle is to abstract the exact propensity of each reaction into an interval, which is denoted by a propensity lower bound and a propensity upper bound, and then uses these propensity bounds to select the next reaction firing and generating its firing time. Specifically, a propensity bound [a j , a j ] is defined for each reaction R j , with j = 1 . . . , M . These propensity bounds are derived by imposing an arbitrarily bound on the population of each species in the state X. For species S i , a lower bound X i and an upper bound X i is defined around its current population X i (t). In particular, let 0 ≤ δ i ≤ 1 be a parameter. The population interval (also called fluctuation interval) that bounds the current population of species S i is computed as
The state thus satisfies the inequality X ≤ X(t) ≤ X for each species. Having the fluctuation interval [X, X], the propensity bound [a j , a j ] is derived such that it encloses all possible values of the propensity function a j over such the fluctuation interval. For common reaction kinetics such as the mass action kinetics or the Michaelis-Menten kinetics where the propensity a j is monotonic function of the state, the propensity bounds can be computed by putting a j = a j (X) and a j = a j (X). In cases that a j is a complex function, a numerical opti-mization technique can be applied to derive the bounds. We note that, for the simulation of RSSA, the exact minimum and maximum are not needed. The simulation works with any reasonable (tight) bounds for the propensity over the fluctuation interval and the selection of the next reaction firing by RSSA is always exact.
Algorithm 2 Rejection-Based SSA (RSSA)
Require: a biochemical reaction network of M reactions in which each reaction R j , j = 1, . . . , M , is accompanied with the state change vector v j and the propensity a j , the fluctuation rate δ i for each species S i , i = 1, . . . , N , the initial state x 0 at time 0 and the simulation ending time Tmax Ensure: a trajectory X(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tmax, of the biochemical reaction network 1: initialize time t = 0 and state X = x 0 2: build the species-reaction (SR) dependency graph G 3: define a new [X i , X i ] around X i , for i = 1, . . . , N 4: compute propensity bounds a j and a j for j = 1, . . . , M 5: compute total sum a 0 = M j=1 a j 6: while (t < Tmax) do 7: repeat 8:
set u = 1 9:
set accepted = false 10:
generate three random numbers r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ∼ U(0, 1) 12:
select Rµ with minimum index µ satisfied set u = u · r 3 22:
until accepted 23:
compute firing time τ = (−1/a 0 ) ln(u) 24:
update state X = X + vµ 25:
for all (R j ∈ ReactionsAffectedBy(S i )) do 30:
compute new propensity bounds a j and a j 31:
update a 0 32: end for 33:
end for 34: end while
The selection of the next reaction firing by RSSA is in lines 10 -22. First, a candidate reaction R µ is selected with probability a µ /a 0 where a 0 = m j=1 a j . RSSA realizes the candidate reaction by linearly summing propensity upper bounds until it finds the smallest reaction index µ satisfying the inequality µ j=1 a j > r 1 · a 0 where r 1 is a random number in U (0, 1). The candidate reaction R µ then enters a rejection test with success probability a µ /a µ . This test requires to evaluate the exact propensity a µ , but RSSA avoids computing it as much as possible. It uses the fact that if the candidate is accepted with probability a µ /a µ , then it is also accepted with a µ /a µ because of a µ ≤ a µ . Thus, RSSA generates a random number r 2 ∼ U (0, 1) and first checks whether the condition r 2 ≤ a µ /a µ holds. If it is in fact the case, then RSSA accepts R µ without evaluating a µ . If the test fails, a µ is evaluated with the current state and then is used to check again the condition r 2 ≤ a µ /a µ . If R µ is accepted after the rejection test, its firing time is then computed. Otherwise, a new selection is performed.
The firing time τ of the accepted reaction R µ in RSSA is generated following an Erlang(k, a 0 ) distribution with the shape parameter k being the number of trials until the acceptance and the rate parameter a 0 being the sum of propensity upper bounds. Such a distribution is in fact the sum of k exponentially distributed random numbers with the same rate a 0 . Line 23 uses the convolution method to implement the generation of the Erlang-distributed firing time as
Having the reaction R µ and its firing time τ , the simulation updates the state X and simulation time t accordingly. However, RSSA does not recompute propensity bounds after each reaction firings if the state X is still confined in the current fluctuation interval [X, X]. Specifically, RSSA checks whether the condition X(t) ∈ [X, X] holds after reaction firings. If the check returns true, the next simulation step can be performed without updating the propensity bounds. This is often the case because only a few species are changed by a reaction. In uncommon cases in which the state is outside the current fluctuation interval, i.e. X(t) / ∈ [X, X], a new fluctuation interval is defined and new propensity bounds for reactions are derived. RSSA further reduces the number of reactions having to recompute their propensity bounds by applying a Species-Reaction (SR) dependency graph (built in line 2). The SR dependency graph is a bipartite directed graph showing the dependency of species and reactions. A directed edge between a species S i and a reaction R j is included in the SR graph if changes in the population of S i affect the propensity a j . Let ReactionsAffectedBy(S i ) be the set of reactions affected by species S i extracted from the SR graph, then only reaction R j ∈ ReactionsAffectedBy(S i ) should recompute their propensity bounds when species S i exits its fluctuation interval.
Comparison of SSA-CR and RSSA
We have shown through our descriptions of SSA-CR and RSSA in previous sections that although these algorithms employ the rejection-based technique during the simulation, their use of this technique is different in detail. We follow in this section with a critical comparison of these algorithms as well as an analytical analysis for each of these algorithms. We compare the advantages and drawbacks of these algorithms in order to help making an informed choice of the suitable algorithm given properties of biochemical reactions.
SSA-CR and RSSA are both exact algorithms (we refer to the original work on these algorithms for their exactness proofs), but they focus on different computational bottlenecks of the stochastic simulation. SSA-CR focuses on improving the search for the next reaction firing by the composition-rejection method, while RSSA aims to reducing the average number of propensity updates during the simulation. More in detail, SSA-CR relies on the exact propensity a j of reactions to select the next reaction firing and compute its firing time. The rejection-based technique is used to select the reaction in a group. The average number of rejection test is 2, because the acceptance probability of the reaction in a group is bound by 1/2. We note that the acceptance probability can be tuned by changing the condition in partitioning of reactions into groups. The higher acceptance probability is, the smaller the base, hence the larger the number of groups L, should be used. SSA-CR will convert to SSA if the number of groups L is equal to the number of reactions M , i.e., each group contains one reaction and the acceptance probability is 1. The base 2 is often used in the implementation of SSA-CR because it can be easily implemented in a programming language. In contrast, RSSA relies on propensity bound [a j , a j ] of reactions. The propensity bounds are derived by constraining the population of species in state X(t) into an arbitrary fluctuation interval [X, X]. Both the selection of the next reaction and the generation of its firing time used propensity bounds. The candidate reaction, which is selected by using propensity bounds, will be validated to fire by applying the rejection test. Although the rejection test in RSSA requires the exact propensity of the candidate reaction, the computation of the exact propensity a j is only performed when necessary. The acceptance probability of the next reaction in RSSA is a 0 /a 0 and is bounded below by a 0 /a 0 where a 0 = M j=1 a j . Thus, tighter lower/upper bounds for propensities yield a better acceptance probability. This acceptance probability can be tuned by changing the size of the fluctuation interval [X, X]. In fact, we can increase the acceptance probability to 1 by setting X = X = X(t), hence a j = a j = a j for all j = 1, . . . , M . RSSA in this case converges to the original SSA. In addition, using propensity bounds to generate reaction firing time makes RSSA easy for handling complex reaction mechanisms such as time-dependent reaction rates [9, 10] . This is the distinctive feature of RSSA that SSA-CR does not have.
A direct consequence of SSA-CR by relying on exact propensity to select the reaction firings is that it has to update propensities of reactions to reflect the changes in the state after each reaction firing because propensities a j of reactions depend on the state X(t). The reactions in a group as well may have to move to another group in order to maintain the group condition. For adding/deleting a reaction to/from a group, a complex data structure must be used. Specifically, the underlying data structure for implementing the group in SSA-CR must support dynamic memory operations (e.g., a linked list) in order to dynamically increase/decrease the group size. A lookup table (e.g., a hash table) is also required to retrieve a reaction in a group during the update. We note that the operations for dynamically locating and freeing memory are often very computational intensive tasks, which negatively affect performance of SSA-CR. In contrast, RSSA does not update propensity bounds after each reaction firing. The same propensity bounds can be used for many simulation steps. The update of propensity bounds is performed only when state X(t) moves out of its current fluctuation interval, i.e, X(t) / ∈ [X, X]. Often only a small number of species involved in a reaction, then by using SR dependency graph the number of propensity updates can be further reduced. We remark that the reaction dependency graph employed by SSA-CR and the SR dependency graph used in RSSA are different. The former one shows the relationship between reactions, while the latter focuses on the relationship between species and their corresponding reactions. We can obtain a reaction dependency graph from a SR dependency graph by removing the species nodes and adding edges for reactions.
Let us now analyze the time complexity of each algorithm. We consider two main tasks: 1) searching for the next reaction firing and 2) updating propensity of affected reactions because they largely dominate the total computational cost. Other tasks such as updating state and time, random number generations and writing outputs to files are small comparing to these costs or independent to the simulation. In fact, often only a few species are required to update their population after each reaction firing because each reaction often involves a small number of species, while the random number generations and writing outputs to files depend on the underlying operating systems. It is thus reasonable to assume these tasks taking constant time to perform in the networks having a large number of reactions. These costs, however, must be taken into account when considering models having a small number of reactions. We also remark that time complexity only shows the asymptotic running time of an algorithm. The actual performance of an algorithm requires to execute the algorithm on a specific platform.
Consider the computational time complexity of SSA-CR. Its search is composed of the cost for selecting the group and the cost for searching the next reaction firing in the group. The cost for selecting a group is proportional to the number of groups, i.e., O(L). The time complexity of the acceptancerejection for selecting the next reaction in a group is constant because it is independent of the number of reactions in the group. Furthermore, the average number of rejection tests is bound by 2. Thus, the time complexity of the search by SSA-CR is O(L). For the update cost, let D be the average number of reactions depending on a reaction (i.e., the average out degree of the nodes of the reaction dependency graph). The cost for propensity updates after each reaction firing in SSA-CR is O(D). The total time complexity of SSA-CR is thus O(L + D). Because the number of groups L is independent of the number of reactions M and is tunable, we can constrain the number of groups L to a small constant during the simulation, then the search for next reaction firing in SSA-CR is O(1). The number of propensity updates in SSA-CR, however, cannot be changed because it is the property of the reaction network. In the original work of SSA-CR [27] , the authors assumed that the number reactions D that needs to update their propensities after each reaction firing is a small constant. Based on this assumption the propensity update cost in each step of SSA-CR is O(1), thus the total simulation time complexity is O(1). This underlying assumption in the analysis of SSA-CR when applying for reaction models where the number of propensity updates D is proportional to the number of reactions, i.e., D = O(M ), is often broken. In this setting, the total time complexity of SSA-CR is O(M ), which is the same as the original SSA. The update cost of SSA-CR, however, is much more expensive than SSA because it needs to maintain also the complex underlying data structures. This explains for the reason why SSA-CR is slower than SSA in real-world biological systems where reactions are highly interconnected (see the FcǫRI model in Section 4.4).
For RSSA, the computational cost for selecting the next reaction firing is composed of the cost to realize a candidate reaction and the number of rejection tests. RSSA selects the candidate reaction by linearly summing propensity upper bounds. Thus, the time complexity for selecting the candidate reaction is O(M ). Let α be the average number of times the search is performed until the candidate reaction is accepted. The number of rejection tests α is equal to the reciprocal average acceptance probability of a candidate reaction, i.e., α = a 0 /a 0 ≤ a 0 /a 0 , and is often bounded by a small constant. The search time complexity of RSSA is thus O(M ). Let D be the average number of reactions affected by a species extracting from the SR dependency graph. The propensity updates by RSSA is O(D/β) where β is the average number of skipped updates during the simulation. β is the average frequency of X(t) ∈ [X, X]. In contrast to SSA-CR, the propensity update in RSSA can be controlled during the simulation by tuning the fluctuation interval [X, X]. In general, the narrower the interval [X, X] we use, the higher the acceptance probability is, but the more frequently the propensity updates perform. In the extreme case where the fluctuation interval degenerates into the state X = X = X(t), then α = β = 1, the acceptance probability is 1 and reactions have to update their propensities after every reaction firing as in SSA. On the other hand, if the fluctuation interval is increased, the number of updates for propensity bounds is reduced, but also lower the acceptance probability. In particular, we can define a fluctuation interval so that no update occurs in the whole simulation (β = ∞), thus the update cost is zero and the computational cost of RSSA depends only the search cost. However, the acceptance probability of a candidate reaction in RSSA decreases significantly because a j ≪ a j ≪ a j , in turn negatively affecting the search and the simulation performance. We, in principle, can obtain a fluctuation interval that optimizes both the search cost and the update cost of RSSA, but finding such a value might be computationally expensive. In practice, a fluctuation interval that gives a good performance is acceptable. We found that, in general, a fluctua- Table 1 The search time and update time complexities of SSA, SSA-CR and RSSA. The time complexities are provided in terms of the number of reactions M , the number of groups L used to group reactions, the average number of propensity updates D after a reaction firing and the average number of skipped updates during the simulation β.
Algorithm
Search cost Update cost
tion defined around ±10% to ±20% of the current state often gives the good performance (see our numerical experiments in Section 4).
In Table 1 , we summarize the time complexity of rejection-based algorithms discussed above in term of number reactions M , number of groups L and reaction connectivity D and use SSA as a reference. We note that the update cost of SSA shown in the table is O(D) by applying the dependency graph [14] (we note that in the original work [1, 2] , it is O(M )). The table informs that for a reaction network that has a large number of reactions M ≫ L and if the number of the average number of propensity updates D is a small constant, then SSA-CR will give the best performance. On the other case if D is large, RSSA should be used instead.
Case studies
This section numerically evaluates performance of SSA-CR and RSSA on four biological models that are: the linear chain model, the colloidal model, the Gemcitabine model and the FcǫRI signaling model. We also include SSA in the comparison to serve as a reference. In order to compare performance of algorithms, we run 100 simulation runs for each algorithm and then compute the average simulation runtime (the variance were omitted because it is negligible). For each simulation run, the results are collected after 10 7 simulation iterations. For the simulation of RSSA, the population bound of each species for all simulated models is defined around ±10% of its population. The aim of the benchmark is to verify our analysis discussed the previous section. The first two models are theoretical models used to show the scalability of the algorithms under controlled conditions. The Gemcitabine model and the FcǫRI model are real-world models used to demonstrate performance of considered algorithms in the practical settings. The Gemcitabine model is considered as a small model because it contains about dozens of reactions, while the FcǫRI model is a large model with thousand of reactions. We implemented these simulation algorithms and run in an Intel i5-540M processor. All the implementations of algorithms discussed in the paper are freely available at http://www.cosbi.eu/research/prototypes/rssa. 
Linear chain model
The linear chain model is an artificial model that we use to verify the scalability of the considered algorithms when the search for next reaction firings contributes most to the simulation and the propensity update only contributes a small percentage.
The model consists of N species S i with i = 1 . . . N in which a species is transformed to the species S j such that
where c i is the rate constant of the transformation. The kinetics rate of all reactions is set to c i = 1 for i = 1 . . . N . The initial population of each species S i for i = 1 . . . N is randomly taken in the interval between 0 and 10000. The number of reactions M in the linear chain is equal to the number of species, i.e., M = N , and the number of affected reactions which needs to update their propensities in the linear chain model is fixed by 2. Figure 1 shows the performance of algorithms by increasing the values of N (100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000 and 50000). For this model the propensity update is constant because the number of reactions required updating propensities is constant. The main task that contributes to the total simulation is the search cost. The figure shows that the search cost of SSA-CR remains constant as increasing N . The performance of SSA-CR is thus the best because the search of both SSA and RSSA scales linear with N . In particular, for this model with N = 50000, SSA-CR is about 12 and 17.5 times faster than SSA and RSSA, respectively. We note that RSSA has the worst performance in simulating this model because its search requires more effort than SSA. This result is consistent with our theoretical analysis in previous sections.
Colloidal model
The colloidal aggregation is also an artificial model that we use to demonstrate the performance of considered algorithms when both the search and update increasing with the number of reactions. The colloidal aggregation is a process that forms big clusters from colloidal particles, e.g., proteins, nanobeads [44, 45] .
The model contains aggregates with up to N colloidal particles. The reaction network that models the colloidal aggregation process is defined by:
where c n,m and c p,q are rate constant of forward and reverse processes, respectively. The initial population of all species in this experiment is set to #S i = 1000 for i = 1 . . . N . The kinetics rate of all reaction is set to c n,m = c p,q = 1. For this model, the number of reactions M in the colloidal aggregation network is increasing in quadratically in the number of particles, i.e., M = O(N 2 ), and the average number of affected reactions which needs to update their propensities is linear with the number of particles, i.e., D = O(N ). Figure 2 shows performance of algorithms in simulating the colloidal aggregation model by increasing N (10, 50 and 100). As shown in the figure, although the search cost of the SSA-CR is constant, its update cost is significantly high, negatively affecting its performance. The figure also confirms our analysis that the performance of SSA-CR is even slower than SSA when the update has important effects in the simulation performance, but often ignored in previous analysis. Reducing propensity update cost returns a huge advantage for RSSA. For example, in case N = 100, RSSA is about 5 and 10 times faster than SSA and SSA-CR, respectively. We remark that we do not include in the figure the runtimes of algorithms with higher values of N . In fact, we have tried SSA, SSA-CR and RSSA with N = 500, but only RSSA is able to simulate in reasonable time. Specifiably, RSSA takes, in average, 3371.129s to simulate the model, while SSA and SSA-CR do not finish their simulation jobs. 
Gemcitabine model
We use the gemcitabine model [40] which is developed to understand the mechanisms of resistance to gemcitabine efficacy. Gemcitabine (2,2-difluorodeoxycytidine, dFdC) is an anti-cancer chemotherapy drug. It has been used to treat different types of cancer including non-small-cell lung cancer, pancreatic cancer, bladder cancer, and breast cancer [38, 39] .
The model consists of 22 species and 29 reactions listed in Table 2 . It details mechanisms for the race between gemcitabine and natural nucleoside triphosphate dCTP for DNA incorporation which includes the mechanisms of resistance by considering the role of ribonucleotide reductase (RR), deoxycytidine kinase (dCK) and human equilibrative nucleoside transporter1 (hENT1). The initial condition is assigned to #dCK = 1000, #RR = 1000, #dCM P D = 1000, #CDP = 2000, #dF dC-out= 100000 and all other species are zero. The stochastic rates of reactions are: c 1 = 99.7234, c 2 = 2.61675 × 10 → dFdC-TP + dCMPD Figure 3 shows the performance of SSA, SSA-CR and RSSA on simulating the Gemcitabine model while detailed runtime of simulation tasks is listed in Table 3 . As shown in the figure and the table, both the search time and update time of SSA-CR are slower than SSA. It is because for this small model the complex selection procedure of SSA-CR negatively affects its performance. In contrast, although the search time of RSSA is slower than SSA, its update cost is faster than SSA. Specifically, we observe for this model, the average number of reactions needed updating their propensities after each reaction firing is 4.27 and the maximum is 6. RSSA only performs 2.44 × 10
6 updates (about 15% of the 10 7 simulation steps). The result is the performance of RSSA is about 2 times faster than SSA-CR and 24% faster than SSA.
FcǫRI model
We use the high-affinity IgE receptor, referred to as FcǫRI, model developed by Liu et al. [43] to show the performance of algorithms on the large biological model. FcǫRI is a high-affinity receptor for the antigen-specific immunoglobulin E (IgE). It is the target for many immunological pathways related to allergic disease. The FcǫRI receptor is consisting of three subunits that are: an α chain (FcǫRIα), a β chain (FcǫIβ), and two disulfide bridge connected γ chains (FcǫRIγ). The activation of the FcǫRI pathway initiates when the antigen IgE bind to the binding site of the α chain. The cross-linking of the IgE-antigen complex and the aggregation of the FcǫRI leads to the degranulation and release of allergic mediators from the immune system [41, 42] .
The FcǫRI model that we consider in this section contains 380 species involved in 3862 reactions. Figure 4 depicts the simulation runtime of algorithms in simulating the model. Table 4 shows the detailed runtimes of simulation tasks in each of the considered algorithm. As shown in Figure 4 and Table 4 , the search by SSA-CR achieves the best performance. It update cost, however, is the worst. For simulating this model, the update cost of SSA-CR contributes up to 99% of its total simulation time. The update cost of SSA also contributes about 90% of its total cost. The reason for the high update cost in SSA and SSA-CR is due to the large number of reactions that need their propensities after each reaction firing. For this model, there are, in average, 115.80 propensity updates per reaction firing and at most 388 propensity updates (corresponding to 10% of reaction network). Improving the search cost in this situation does not improve the performance of SSA-CR. In fact, the performance of SSA-CR is even slower than SSA. The huge performance improvement achieved by RSSA comes from reducing the update cost. In fact, RSSA only performs 93322 propensity updates (about 1% of the total simulation steps as comparison with SSA and SSA-CR). The result is that RSSA is about 9 and 9.3 times faster than both SSA and SSA-CR, respectively.
Conclusions
We critically assessed the use of the key rejection-based technique in the implementations of SSA-CR and RSSA for improving efficiency of stochastic simulation. Although both of the algorithms employ the rejection-based technique during the simulation to select the next reaction firings, the detailed implementations of these algorithms are different. SSA-CR relies on exact propensities of reactions to select the next reaction firing and compute the firing time. It reduces the search time complexity by grouping reactions and applying rejection-based technique in selecting the reaction in a group. In contrast, RSSA uses propensity bounds, an interval that bound all possible values of the exact propensity, to select the next reaction and its firing time. The exact propensity of a reaction in RSSA is only computed when necessary. Its aim by doing so is to reduce the average number of propensity updates during the simulation. We provided a detailed analysis of these algorithms taking both the search and update of reactions into account. The omission of one of these facts in the assessment may lead to a misleading choice of suitable algorithm when applying for a given model. Our numerical analysis confirmed that for reaction networks where the search cost dominates the simulation time then SSA-CR should be used, and for reaction networks where the update cost is the dominant task, which often the case for practical models, then RSSA is the choice.
